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Abstract 
The study deals with the question what communication strategies and manipulation tools institutions use in the field of mass 
communication, if they are in a given critical stage and solve disturbed relationships with the public through the unconventional 
forms of crisis communication. The study examines this issue in the advertising product ‘Understanding is everything’ which was 
published by Gulf Oil Corporation in 1984. The study shows that the tools of semiotic and discourse analysis are able to interpret 
the mediated contents of media texts when it detects a discursive field and communication processes which the text enters. The 
study concludes that different discursive fields and different communication processes and contexts which media products enter, 
generate different and even excluding interpretations of corporate communication and manipulative strategies. 
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1. The Object and the Purpose of the Research  
The object of the research of this study is a black and white print of an advertising text of Understanding is 
everything (see Fig. 1.) that was published as an illustrative material in the specialized study by Haraway published 
in the proceedings of Cultural Studies (Grossberg, Nelson & Treichler, 1992). This text, which has a strong semiotic 
communication and discursive potential, appears to be a normal promotional product. It means the text had to be 
born under a different communication medium. The mentioned proceedings is therefore an interchange 
communication medium carrying an advertising text. 
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Fig. 1. The scan of the advertising text Understanding is everything (Haraway, 1992, p. 306). 
 
This situation represents a usual basis of the research because the consumers and also the specialists – analysts 
and interpreters of advertising, artistic, religious, scientific or journalistic texts usually do not interfere with the 
originals, but with their replicas – transcripts, reprints, copies, translations, photographs, quotations or adaptations. 
The original texts are often unavailable because they were destroyed, lost, or hidden in archives and museums. A 
copy of the original text Understanding is everything, can become a subject of an analysis as well as a copy of the 
original text of Understanding is everything, if it were published in a book dealing with the history of advertising. 
This text can be separated from the context of the proceedings, copied in pdf format and perceived printed on paper 
of size A4 or on computer screen as a separate communication and text-and sign unit. This presentation of the text 
Understanding is everything, however, has the effect that this text finds himself outsider the context of scientific 
communication mediated through the proceedings Cultural Studies, and outside the context of the original, source 
communication media. In the given context, I wonder whether the analysis and interpretation of the text 
Understanding is everything separated from the communication context can – through the semiotic, narrative and 
discourse analysis – detect the tools of manipulation of the submitter, creator and a producer of the advertising text.  
2. The Methodological-Theoretical Background 
The theoretical basis of this study is a communicative and pragmatic conception of culture (Pavelka, 2004) and 
author's own conception of a sign text and communication media created in relation to a pragmatic approach to 
culture (Pavelka, 2009). Stimuli of discourse analysis based on the principles of textual, functional-structuralist and 
narrative analysis are used in the analysis and interpretation of an advertising text (Pavelka, 2006; 2008). The text 
does not represent only an underlying category of semiotics, literary criticism or media studies, but also – often 
concealed bases – the other disciplines of the humanities and social sciences. For these reasons, there are many 
interpenetrating but also completely different conflicting definitions. The present concept of the text is much wider 
than it is presented in a generative grammar by N. Chomsky (Chomsky, 1966), text grammar by Van Dijk (1972) or 
a mathematically well founded theory texts by M. Bense (Bense, 1962). Due to the fact that the text in this presented 
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concept, does not relate to the linguistic reality, i.e. the language signs, linguistic structures and systems, but also to 
others non-linguistic realities. The information about social behaviour of the communication actors that are reflected 
in the sign texts try to uncover and explore the representatives and supporters of the discourse analysis (Jaworski & 
Coupland, 1999; Titscher, Meyer, Wodak & Vetter, 2000; Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002; Fairclough, 2003). Socio-
linguistic well-researched discourse analysis is based on the postulate that the language used in the social 
environment, i.e. Saussurean speech (parole), does not deal with „only actions, events and situations, but it is also a 
potential and constitutive part of these actions, events and situations“ (Potter, & Wetherell, 1987, p. 21). Social 
behaviour is revealed in the individual media (sign) texts (discursive units) and is incorporated into the similarly 
designed sets of texts (discursive formations). The form of the discursive units is determined by the binding rules 
(discursive rules) which determine what should be said and what can be said and what must not be said in the 
communication context, in the specific social space-time (discursive areas) and specific communication areas and 
processes (in discursive fields). Through the analysis of the individual texts, it is possible to reveal the knowledge 
and understanding of the communities that form the conceptual concepts (discursive constructs), through the 
analysis of the discursive formations it is possible to detect the rules, discursive orders, according to which the 
communities are controlled and managed (Pavelka, 2013). The sign texts as the products of the human 
communicative behaviour through the mediated contents represent the social-cultural reality, but at the same time, 
become the tools of construction of this social reality, whereas the communication media are the reservoir and 
environment in which they live and survive. The communication media form the sign texts using the communication 
technologies and transport them within the communication system on the route from their creators and producers to 
the consumers and then using data carriers they archive them. The individual sign texts, in case they are consumed 
(analysed and interpreted), become in fact the windows into the socio-cultural reality. They simultaneously work as 
tools of communicative behaviour through which their creators, producers and mediators enter as actors of the social 
reality. 
3. The Communication Medium Carrying a Sign Text of Understanding is everything 
The literary anthology Cultural Studies (Grossberg, Nelson, & Treichler, 1992) became a communication 
medium carrying a sign text of Understanding is everything. It summarizes the contributions read at the scientific 
conference Cultural Studies Now and in the Future at the American University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign 
between the 4th and 9th April 1990. The text of Understanding is everything, published under the study by D. 
Haraway (Haraway, 1992, p. 306), from the point of view of cultural transfer, is a copy of the text originally 
published in another communication media and from the point of view of communication strategies of D. Haraway 
it is a quotation. The fact that the long twenty-eight-line literary text is a part of entire advertising text excludes the 
possibility of using it on a billboard or in the television broadcasting. It can be assumed that the source 
communication medium for the text was a newspaper, its advertising space, or classic poster intended for public 
small area posting. 
4. The Submitter, the Creator and the Producer and the Time of Origin of the Sign Text of Understanding is 
everything 
The study of D. Haraway does not respect conventions of professional communication because it does not 
anchor the text of Understanding is everything sufficiently from the bibliographic point of view. It only reports that 
it had originated and had been published in 1984. And then it states what is included in the advertising text that its 
submitter was an American oil company Gulf Oil Corporation (GOC). The reader, however, does not learn which 
communication media the original of this text was published in, i.e. which mass communication media it was 
created for and which audiences it was addressed to and through which distribution network it was delivered to its 
consumers. The reader does not even learn whether the GOS was also the producer of the product and who was the 
author of the text. So it has kept secret some contexts and production systems which represent the basic interpretive 
axis of discourse analysis. 
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5. The Analysis of the Sign Text of Understanding is Everything 
5.1. The Composition of the Sign Text 
The black and white artefact, the sign text of Understanding is everything, included in the study of D. Haraway, 
is 65 mm wide and 90 mm high. It is constructed with the help of iconic visual and literary signs and composed into 
five distinct, relatively independent units-spaces. 
In the entire upper half of the sign text, there is a detail of a photograph touching simian and human arms (1). 
The lower half of the text is divided into three columns and four spaces. In the middle of the lower half, there is a 
twenty-eight line English text (2, see Fig. 2.). Its detachable part is its first line consisting of a phrase Understanding 
is everything (3). This line is significantly different from the typography of the following text. The column of the 
left of the literary column is empty (4), the column on the right includes a logo in the lower right corner, which 
comprises the word of “Gulf” (5). There is a text “Gulf Oil Corporation” placed under this artistic typographical 
object. Since this line keeps the same typeface as the literary text placed in the middle column and not the typeface 
of ‘sans-serif font’ placed in the logo, it must be understood as a part of and the last line of this literary text. The text 
of “Gulf Oil Corporation” completes and anchors the loge as company identification, but also functions as a 
signature of the author and sender of the entire advertising text. 
 
Understanding is everything.  
In a spontaneous gesture of trust, a chimpanzee in the wilds of 
Tanzania folds his leathery hand around that of Jane Goodall – 
sufficient reward for Dr. Goodall’s years of patience. 
The moment occurred in one of the National Geographic 
Specials, a series underwritten throughout its nine consecutive 
years on public television by the Gulf Oil Corporation. 
In a sense, it symbolizes what the whole series is about. 
Dr. Goodall’s quiet triumph grows slowly over years of 
studying the chimpanzees from curiosity to observation and 
learning to understanding. 
Gulf underwrites the National Geographic Specials in the 
belief that the same sequence can occur within the vast PBS 
audience. Our goal is to provoke curiosity about the world and 
the fragile complexity of its natural order to satisfy that curiosity 
through observation and learning to create an understanding of 
man’s place in the ecological structure and his responsibility to it – 
on the simple theory that no thinking person can share in the 
destruction of anything whose value he understands. 
It’s an ambitious goal but we have embraced that chal- 
lenge. Since 1975, when we helped bring the National Geographic 
Specials to PBS, the series has become one of the most watched in 
public-television history. It has earned eight  Emmy awards, an 
Oscar nomination and coveted George Foster Peabody 
Award for “unsurpassed excellence in documentaries”. 
Association with the National Geographic Society and the 
television specials is only one aspect of Gulf's lively concern for 
the environment. But it is an especially proud one. 
                                                                    Gulf Oil Corporation 
 
Fig. 2.The transcript of the literary text of Understanding is everything (Haraway, 1992, p. 306). 
5.2. The Characters in the Photographic Segment of the Text 
The characters, or key categories of the narrative text plan, are designed through the motifs, both in the literary 
language and the visual art plan of the text. The photograph, which represents a dominant element of the whole 
artefact, displays the right upper limbs of anonymous members of the two genera of the subfamily of hominids – a 
hand of a chimpanzee and a hand of a human of the white race. These iconic sentences, therefore, through the 
articulation mechanism of pars pro toto, refer to two characters whose upper limbs are touching each other. The 
shape of the human hand shows that it is a delicate and slender female hand, a hairy limb can be described as simian 
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one and with the knowledge of taxonomy of higher primates, it can be identified as a chimpanzee’s one. 
With the exception of the face, no other part of the human body has such a great symbolic value as hands. If we 
understand these iconic sentences as cultural symbols, then there is a bipolar clash in the photo – two worlds 
communicating with difficulties – the human world and the animal world, a human civilization and the nature as a 
host environment of the humans. The representative of the human world becomes – if we interpret the woman’s arm 
as an index sign – a white woman. A gesture has an essential participation in the articulation of the meaning of 
iconic sentences consisting of two arms. 
Under the current gestural and haptic code operating in the Euro-American cultural region, it means a gesture of 
shaken or given hands, while the human hand is turned palm upwards receiving a simian hand resting on it. This 
gesture evokes the idea of giving, trust, understanding, support, and reciprocity leading to a harmonization of the 
world of human civilization and the world of nature. By the fact that the carrier of this gesture is a woman’s hand, 
this meaning is not only strengthened, but also weakens a confrontational force given by the relationship of the 
civilization and the nature. The significance of this gesture forms and extends the slogan of the advertising text, 
without, however, eliminating the fact that the open hand “is not only a sign of good will, but also a gesture of 
strength and power“ (http://mluvime-telem.euweb.cz/otevrena-dlan.htm). 
5.3. The Characters in a Literary Text Segment 
The characters of a woman and a monkey are further constructed and specific in a literary text of Understanding 
is everything (Fig. 2). A female hand is thought to belong to a primatologist dr. J. Goodall, who did a research of 
chimpanzees at Gombe National Park in Tanzania in 1960. The communication recorded in the moment is said to 
occur – according to the literary text – “in one of the National Geographic Specials, a series underwritten throughout 
its nine consecutive years on public television by Gulf Oil Corporation.” It is euphemistically said here that the 
GOC was co-financing this production for nine years. The literary text interprets the gesture in compliance with the 
Euro-American gestural and haptic code; it is understood as a “spontaneous gesture of trust” manifested from the 
side of a chimpanzee to a human. The literary text shows J. Goodall as a patient, understanding, hardworking and 
successful researcher. The text indicates this gesture as a reward J. Goodall got for her long years of dedicated 
service and work. Her research resulted not only in deeper and pioneer understanding of life of this natural species, 
but also its protection. In the literary text, there are also named and designed institutions that perform functions in 
the narrative plan as characters – subjects or objects of storytelling. GOC became a most strongly exposed character. 
Then the list includes another non-profit scientific and educational institution of National Geographic Society 
(NGS), who made the documentary series of “National Geographic Specials” about J. Goodall, and non-profit public 
television network Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), which has been working as a television broadcasting network 
on the principle of a non-profit and public organization since 1969, and which aired the document. The institutions 
that were granted “eight Emmy awards, an Oscar nomination and coveted George Foster Peabody Award for 
‘unsurpassed excellence in documentaries’” can be considered minor characters of the narration. 
5.4. The Narrator, the Author and the Producer of the Text 
The construction of the character of the narrator, the author and the producer is already included in the 
photography and the slogan. Their more precise form is being shaped up in the stories narrated in the literary text. 
These roles are associated with GOC that got a prominent position of a personified narrator in the narrative structure 
after it had signed the literary text. Its logo placed in the lower right corner of the text indicates that the Company, 
apparently its production team focused on the communication with the public, is the co-author and the producer of 
the text. 
5.5. The Interconnection of the Stories Included in the Sign Text 
The sign text includes several mutually interconnected stories that are told by GOC Institution. At the beginning 
of the narration, there is a complementary photo and a slogan. Their story about the communication between the 
human and animal worlds is accompanied by a life story of dr. J. Goodall. The fact that the story had been included 
in the photographic text and it is also included in the slogan, is understandable for the reader only from the literary 
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text. The beginning of the story depicting the activities and attitudes of GOC is hidden in the literary text. The reader 
learns from the literary text that GOC supports the creation of documents devoted to nature and their broadcasting 
on public television. The GOC story becomes an integrating, supporting and linking narrative component. This story 
is joined with another story about J. Goodall as one of the most successful documentary television series – “National 
Geographic Specials.” The stories included in the text of Understanding is everything can be interpreted within the 
context of different communications contexts and discourses (Fairclough, 2003), interpretive (dominant and 
alternative) codes or ways of reading (Hall, 1980), and differently conceived (open and closed) texts (Eco, 1962). 
5.6. The Story of J. Goodall Interpreted in a Dominant Code 
The code, under which its author constructed the text of Understanding is everything, is the dominant, 
conventional code that represents and promotes the goals and interests of the submitter of the text – Gulf Oil 
Company. This is accepted and in the mode of preferred reading applied by the recipients with lower media literacy, 
particularly with less experience in the field of marketing and PR communication, as well as recipients who do not 
have available information about economic problems and illegal activities of the American GOC 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_Oil_Corporation). The slogan and photographs from the position of the preferred 
reading become carriers of generally acceptable message that takes issue with the species-centric, phallocratic and 
economic-centric aggressiveness of the Euro-American culture. They manifest a responsible approach of 
postmodern people to the animal kingdom and indirectly to the environment. The gesture captured in the photo 
symbolizes the attitude and knowledge, according to which a woman is able to listen to, accept and understand the 
spirit of nature best of all. The story of understanding refers to the myths of the Old Testament, in which God 
touching the hand, put the soul into Adam’s body, by means of which he separated the human race from nature. A 
woman touching the hand becomes a mediator of understanding that promises to restore the lost unity between the 
human world and that of nature. The story of understanding gets new dimensions after the photographed hand is 
identified as dr. J. Goodall’s hand. The science enters the story: dr. J. Goodall’s character represents here the symbol 
of responsible science and human civilization, while the character of a chimpanzee is a symbol of the endangered 
nature. In this narration, the cultural symbolic values link to the myth of solidarity and responsibility towards the 
world, to the myth of a mother as a guardian of life and the myth of empathy working as an assumption and a means 
of understanding. Those are in fact feminine myths in the Euro-American culture and frequently used as the tools of 
manipulation. A discursive construct of understanding and responsible science arose in the space and time of 
western civilization and it is also addressed to the members of the western civilization. It is conceptualized not only 
in slogans, in a gesture of an outstretched hand and the story of dr. J. Goodall, but also in attitudes and activities 
which the company was presented in the text. The story of GOC has a form of self-presentation in the text, because 
this company performs as a narrator and also as a personified character of the narration in the narrative plan. Judging 
by the statement in the advertising text, the “goal of the company is to provoke curiosity about the world and the 
fragile complexity of its natural order to satisfy that curiosity through observation and learning to create an 
understanding of man’s place in the ecological structure and his responsibility to it”. The intention of this 
communication is to inform the consumers of the text that GOC is a responsible institution because it supports a 
scientific research and also contributes to the documentary facts being captured and offered to the general public. It 
is a form of communication with the public, which emphasizes the corporate social responsibility. The advertising 
text says that “association with the National Geographic Society and the television specials is only one aspect of 
Gulf's lively concern for the environment“ and that its basic philosophy is the belief that “no thinking person can 
share in the destruction of anything whose value he/she understands.” The advertising test represents the Company 
as a hero and main protagonist of socially responsible behaviour, creating a positive image on this basis. It is an 
image-maker communication in this context. The story of dr. Goodall is included in the narrative as an example of 
responsible behaviour of humans towards a vulnerable nature and as an example carrying a message according to 
which the nature and humans (civilization) can live in harmony. The story of GOC Company uses a cultural 
potential of dr. Goodall in the narration. This character, which is publicly known and respected person, took a 
position of an opinion leader in journalistic communication and within the marketing communication gets to the 
corporate logo of GOC as a guarantor of its messianic activities. This concept stems from the masculine 
dichotomous scheme „us” versus „them“, while “us – humans” are presented in a species-centric way as a higher 
more developed natural species, which can help animals to survive in the nature devastated by civilization. 
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5.7. The Story of J. Goodall and Gulf Oil Corporation Interpreted in the Alternative Code 
The stories presented by the sign text are also open to interpretation from the position of alternative codes, e.g. 
the ecological, feminist and anti-colonial codes (Merchant, 1980; Haraway, 1992). The interpreter working with 
these codes does not support the media content that the GOC wants to spread via the text of Understanding is 
everything. On the contrary, he/she believes that the adverting text only conceals the true face of the Company and 
wants to influence and manipulate the public opinion. Based on a number of information sources, he knows that this 
corporation follows especially economic goals and for these reasons it breaks the laws, devastates the nature and 
extracts oil on the foreign territories abroad, and also destroys the human resources. S/he also learns that GOC 
“ceased to exist as an independent company in 1985, when it merged with Standard Oil of California (SOCAL), 
with both re-branding as Chevron in the USA” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_Oil_Corporation). 
The alternative interpretation does not incorporate the text, neither into the social nor the image-maker 
formation, but into the context of crisis communication (Ulmer, Sellnow, & Seeger, 2006; Barton, 2007). In this 
discursive framework, the narrator and the GOC character get the traits of deception, because they do not strive for a 
dialog, understanding and harmonization of the natural world and civilization. On the contrary, under the disguise of 
social advertisement and catchy slogans, they try to create a positive image of the Company, which came to 
bankruptcy. They do not use, but abuse constructive feminine myths, noble intentions and dr. Goodall´s research, as 
well as a good reputation of NGS, television networks and PBS and even the documentary series of National 
Geographic Specials. The alternative interpretation combines storytelling and the characters and myths that are 
inherently masculine and the supporters of postmodern culture and civil social activists perceive them critically, or 
they totally reject them. It is a myth of rationality as a principle of civilization progress, the myth of superiority of a 
man over nature, the myth of ethnic dominance of the white race over other races, and the myth of the white man as 
a Messiah (pre)destined for success. 
Dr. Goodall’s character, in terms of the alternative code, is not seen as an example of a pattern and 
harmonization of the worlds of civilization and nature that appear and offer the humans the key to the lost natural 
paradise. On the contrary, she is interpreted as a mere image-making tool of manipulation in the hands of the logo 
centric, ethnographic and phallocratic advertisers (Tellis, 2000), which are supposed to promote communication 
agenda of GOC (McCombs, & Shaw, 1993). The picture of a female hand on which a chimpanzee´s arm is resting, 
does not undermine, but confirms and reinforces the myth of a successful white man, whose rationality and success 
hides ruthless aggression of capitalist economic market (Williamson, 1995). 
6. Conclusion 
The study shows that the tools of semiotic, narrative and discursive analysis are able to interpret the mediated 
contexts and discursive constructs mediated by the text. If, however, some fields and some contexts and processes 
remain disclose, (e.g. the fact in which communication media the text “Understanding is everything” was originally 
published), or they cannot be analysed due to the limited scope of this study (e.g. GOC history and the post-war 
economic and political situation in the U.S.A.), then there will remain blank spaces on the interpretative map. 
The study provides the evidence that a necessary precondition for a successful interpretation is Gadammer’s 
(1960) hermeneutic pre-understanding, or – if this communication skill is absent – the research of discursive 
formations into which the analysed text falls, or the research of the text cultural database  functioning as an archive 
of knowledge (Foucault, 1987). At the same time, the study shows that without the help of narrative analysis, it is 
not possible to unravel the lines of stories in which different or even eliminating discursive constructs form at the 
axes of van Dijk’s ideological square Us – Them and Good – Evil (van Dijk, 2000, pp. 135–184), and the 
author/submitter tries to propagandize some of them and hide others. 
The discursive analysis offers the interpretation of a particular media text depending on the production, 
distribution and consuming cultural systems, depending on the discourses in which the communication medium 
carrying the media text enters, and especially depending on the specific interpretation subject, which has limited 
knowledge of the territory generating sub-culturally motivated discursive orders/schedules. All these factors 
represent both the advantages and disadvantages and barriers of the methods included under the general name of 
discursive analysis. 
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